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CODE YELLOW

Complete Problems #1-3

• Use the graph to answer #1-3

CODE RED – DO NOW

1) What is the length of ��?

��
�

= 6.7

2) What is the midpoint of ��?

( −
�

�
 , −

�

�
) or ( −�. �, −0.5 )

3) If Point B is the midpoint of 

�, what are the coordinates of 

Point D?

( 5,  4)

SYMBOLIC FORM OF 
CONDITIONAL STATEMENTS

SOL G.1ab

Learning Target: By the end of class today, I will be able to identify the converse, inverse, 
and contrapositive of a conditional statement and translate short verbal arguments into 
symbolic form by accurately answering 8 out of 10 problems (80% accuracy).

Essential Questions: What is a conditional statement?  What are its converse, inverse and 
contrapositive?  How do I represent these symbolically?

TODAY’S AGENDA

�DO NOW

�Quick Recap/Kahoot!

�Symbolic Form

�Translating Arguments

�Exit Ticket

Conditional Statements

CODE YELLOW

IF you study, THEN you pass.

HYPOTHESIS CONCLUSION

Two parts of a conditional statement

Truth Value: Can be either TRUE or FALSE

If it is raining, then the ground is wet.

If it is nighttime, then it is cold.       

Counterexample

CODE YELLOW

Symbolic Form

Conditional: If p, then q. p → q

Converse: “Change order” If q, then p. q→ p

Inverse: Insert “Not” If not p, then not q. ~p → ~q

Contrapositive: Change order and insert “Not”

If not q, then not p. ~q → ~p

CODE YELLOW
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Negation ( ~) means the opposite.

p = Graciela has a dog q = 2x + 1 = 9

~p = ~q = 

p = Alfredo is not happy q = there is no school

~p = ~q = 

CODE YELLOW

https://play.kahoot.it/#/?quizId=ae02f279-c49e-4b9e-ae95-1e998963cef7

CODE GREEN

Write the CONVERSE of “If it is Friday, then we have a quiz.”

Write the INVERSE of “If it is not sunny, then we watch TV.”

Write the CONTRAPOSITIVE of “If I eat, then I’m not hungry.”

If we have a quiz, then it is Friday.

If it is sunny, then we don’t watch TV.

If I’m hungry, then I didn’t eat.

CODE YELLOW

A Bi-conditional statement is created when both a 

conditional and its converse are true. Symbol: 

If an angle is a right angle, then its measure is 90 degrees.

If an angle measures 90 degrees, then it is a right angle.

An angle is a right angle if and only if it measures 90 degrees.

CODE GREEN

Turn the following statements into bi-conditionals.

p = A figure is a triangle.

q = A figure has three sides

p = Two points are collinear

q = Two points are on the same line

A figure is a triangle if and only if it has three sides.

Two points are collinear if and only if they are on the same line.

CODE YELLOW

Translating Arguments:

CODE YELLOW

Translating Arguments:
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CODE YELLOW CODE GREEN

Translating Arguments:

Write a paragraph (3-5 sentences) summarizing 

what you learned in this lesson.

Complete your EXIT TICKET silently and independently at 

your seat. Remember to do your best and TRY every 

problem.

When you are finished, raise your hand and Coach Riddick 

will come around to collect it.

CODE RED – EXIT TICKET


